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Abstract We studied the distribution and coexpression of
vesicular glutamate transporters (VGluT1, VGluT2),
glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) and calretinin (CR,
calcium-binding protein) in rat entorhinal cortex, using
immunofluorescence staining and multichannel confocal
laser scanning microscopy. Images were computer processed
and subjected to automated 3D object recognition, colocal-
ization analysis and 3D reconstruction. Since the VGluTs (in
contrast to CR and GAD) occurred in fibers and axon termi-
nals only, we focused our attention on these neuronal
processes. An intense, punctate VGluT1-staining occurred
everywhere in the entorhinal cortex. Our computer program
resolved these punctae as small 3D objects. Also VGluT2
showed a punctate immunostaining pattern, yet with half the
number of 3D objects per tissue volume compared with
VGluT1, and with statistically significantly larger 3D objects.
Both VGluTs were distributed homogeneously across cortical
layers, with in MEA VGluT1 slightly more densely
distributed than in LEA. The distribution pattern and the size
distribution of GAD 3D objects resembled that of VGluT2.
CR-immunopositive fibers were abundant in all cortical lay-
ers. In double-stained sections we noted ample colocalization
of CR and VGluT2, whereas coexpression of CR and VGluT1
was nearly absent. Also in triple-staining experiments
(VGluT2, GAD and CR combined) we noted coexpression of
VGluT2 and CR and, in addition, frequent coexpression of
GAD and CR. Modest colocalization occurred of VGluT2 and
GAD, and incidental colocalization of all three markers. We
conclude that the CR-containing axon terminals in the en-
torhinal cortex belong to at least two subpopulations of CR-
neurons: a glutamatergic excitatory and a GABAergic
inhibitory.
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Introduction
The entorhinal cortex (EC) takes a major position in the
medial temporal lobe as an interface between association
cortices, peri- and postrhinal cortices and the hippocampus
(Burwell and Witter 2002; Witter and Amaral 2004). The
multimodal sensory information received by the EC is pro-
cessed and via output neurons in the superficial layers
projected to the hippocampus (Steward and Scoville 1976;
Gloveli et al. 1997). Hippocampal projections to the deep
layers of EC contribute return connectivity (Kloosterman
et al. 2004). The entorhino-hippocampal circuitry is com-
pleted by intrinsic neurons connecting deep to superficial
layers of EC (Gloveli et al. 2001; van Haeften et al. 2003). The
entorhinal cortex is also reciprocally connected with wide-
spread cortical multimodal association areas, either directly
or mediated by way of the perirhinal and postrhinal cortices
(Insausti et al. 1997; Swanson and Ko¨hler 1986; Burwell
2000). The cycling and processing of information through
these circuits, also known as reverberation, has been proposed
essential for the storage of information in the multimodal
sensory areas for later retrieval, i.e. memory (Buzsa´ki 1996).
At various levels in this network, interneurons are at
work resulting in the synchronization and inhibition of the
activity of the projection neurons (Jones and Buhl 1993;
Gloveli et al. 1997; Alonso 2002; Kumar and Buckmaster
2006). Already Lorente de No´ (1933) noted in Golgi-silver
stained material a large variety of nonpyramidal neurons in
the EC and he depicted several of them with impressive
local axon collateral distributions. What are the activity
footprint and the chemical identity of all these interneu-
rons? Intracellular neurophysiological studies by diverse
groups have identified various physiological types (see
review in Alonso 2002). GABAergic and peptidergic
populations of interneurons have been identified (see
review in Wouterlood 2002). Entorhinal interneurons
express, amongst others, calcium-binding proteins such as
parvalbumin (PV), calretinin (CR) and calbindin.
In spite of all immunohistochemical studies the chemical
identity of various interneurons remains enigmatic. In con-
trast to entorhinal PV neurons that are without exception
GABAergic (Wouterlood et al. 1995), many entorhinal CR-
immunopositive neurons do not coexpress GABA (Miettinen
et al. 1996, 1997; Wouterlood et al. 2000). Many CR-im-
munopositive axon terminals in EC even show in the electron
microscope features common to excitatory synaptic contacts
(Wouterlood et al. 2000). These observations triggered us to
propose that a subpopulation of the CR neurons in EC might
be excitatory instead of inhibitory. In the present study, we
investigated the possible glutamatergic phenotype of these
CR-positive, GABA-negative cells. Antibodies against the
vesicular glutamate transporters 1 and 2 were selected for this
purpose since antibodies against glutamate and its metabolic
enzyme glutaminase unfortunately recognize also metabolic
glutamate in non-glutamatergic neurons (Ottersen and
Storm-Mathisen 1984; Fujiyama et al. 2001). Vesicular
glutamate transporters have been established as specific
markers for nerve terminals conducting glutamatergic neu-
rotransmission (Ni et al. 1994; Bellocchio et al. 1998, 2000;
Aihara et al. 2000; Takamori et al. 2001; Fremeau et al.
2001). We studied the distribution of these markers in the
lateral and medial subdivisions of the EC, and we looked for
coexpression with CR. Since we are dealing with the possi-
bility of GABAergic and non-GABAergic subpopulations of
CR cells (Wouterlood et al. 2000) we also examined whether
GABA is present in CR- or VGluT immunoreactive boutons.
For this purpose we applied an antibody against glutamic
acid decaboxylase (GAD; Oertel et al. 1981). Considerations
like resolution, efficiency, confidence and speed of analysis
led us to select multilabel confocal laser scanning followed
by deconvolution, 3D reconstruction and automated 3D
particle recognition as the method of choice (Wouterlood
et al. 2007a). Part of the present material was published in
abstract form as a preliminary report (Wouterlood et al.
2003).
Materials and methods
Experimental animals
Brain sections were used from 11 female Wistar rats
(weight 200–220 g: Harlan Centraal Proefdierbedrijf Zeist,
The Netherlands), supplemented with sections belonging to
13 rat brains used in previous immunostaining projects.
Animals were handled according to the rules and directives
set by the Dutch Government and by University and
European Community regulations on animal well-being.
All animals were sacrificed by intraperitoneal injection
with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, i.p.
60 mg/kg body weight; Sanofi Sante, Maassluis, The
Netherlands). They were rapidly perfused transcardially
with 100 ml of a 0.9% solution of NaCl, followed by
500 ml of a mixture of freshly depolymerized 4% para-
formaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany) in 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4,
at room temperature. The brain was removed from the skull
and post fixed for an additional 1 h at 4C. Slices, 250-lm-
thick, cut on a Vibratome (TPI, St. Louis, MO, USA), were
rinsed in phosphate buffer and stored at –20C for later
processing. Cryoprotection was provided by infiltration and
storage in a mixture of 20% glycerin and 2% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO, Merck) in phosphate buffer.
Because antibodies against the vesicular glutamate
transporters showed insufficient penetration in standard
sections (‡50 lm thick) we resectioned the 250-lm-thick
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sections into 10-lm-thin sections prior to starting the
immunofluorescence procedure.
Immunofluorescence staining procedure
Double-immunofluorescence staining
All procedures were carried out with free-floating sections.
Sections were rinsed with 50 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 8.0
containing 0.5% Triton X-100) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO,
USA) and preincubated for 1 h at room temperature in 5%
normal goat serum (Nordic, Tilburg, The Netherlands) and
2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma). Incubation was
carried out for 72 h at 4C, under continuous gentle agi-
tation, with a cocktail of mouse anti-CR (1:800; Chemicon,
Temecula, CA, USA), and rabbit anti-VGluT1 or rabbit
anti-VGluT2 (1:800; both antibodies purchased from
Synaptic Systems, Go¨ttingen, Germany) containing 5%
normal goat serum. The secondary antibodies were pooled
as well: Alexa FluorTM 488-conjugated F(ab0)2 fragments
of goat-anti-mouse IgG (1:100; Invitrogen-Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) mixed with Alexa FluorTM
594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:100; Invitrogen-
Molecular Probes).
Triple-immunofluorescence staining
Sections were preincubated for 1 h at room temperature
with 5% normal donkey serum containing 0.3% Triton X-
100. Incubation was overnight at room temperature and
under continuous gentle agitation with a cocktail of rabbit
anti-VGluT2 (1:500 in blocking solution; Synaptic Sys-
tems), sheep anti-GAD (1:400; gift by Dr. Wolfgang
Oertel, University of Munich, Germany, characterized by
Oertel et al. 1981), and mouse anti-CR (1:250; Chemicon).
Immunoreactivities were visualized via incubation with a
cocktail of Cy2TM-conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG
(1:400; Dianova, Hamburg, Germany), Cy3TM-conjugated
donkey anti-rabbit IgG (Dianova) and Cy5TM-conjugated
donkey anti-mouse IgG (Dianova). After incubation, the
sections were extensively rinsed with buffer, transferred to
distilled water, mounted on glass slides, dried and cov-
erslipped with Entellan (Merck).
Control incubations
We took measures to ensure that the observed fluorescence
could be attributed to its proper marker only. Possible
false-positive immunostaining was checked by means of a
series of incubations with: (a) one of the primary antibodies
instead of the cocktail but with the complete cocktail of
fluorochromated secondary antibodies, (b) single, pairs or
triplets of the primary antibodies followed up by several
combinations of fluorochromated antibodies in order to
notice cross-species immunostaining, (c) ‘‘wrong’’ combi-
nations of single primary antibody and single
fluorochromated secondary antibody, (d) a cocktail of
primary antibodies followed by incubation with buffer
only, (e) buffer only in lieu of primary antibodies followed
by incubation with the complete cocktail of secondary
antibodies.
Inspection of these sections strengthened our notion that
the staining of each antibody was specific and that there
was no interference. Sections treated with the ‘‘wrong’’
combinations of antibodies were blank. Cross-species
fluorescence was absent. Staining of structures with each of
the VGluT antibodies was limited to punctae, small
structures with shapes and sizes in the same range as axon
terminals and fibers expanding into axon terminals.
Immunostaining with the anti-GAD antibodies revealed a
punctate pattern of fiber terminals similar to that observed
already long ago by many authors, including us (Oertel
et al. 1981, 1982; Wouterlood et al. 1985). Sections
immunostained with the anti-CR antibodies contained
well-stained, complete neurons, including cell bodies,
dendrites, fibers and axon terminals, matching previous
findings (Wouterlood et al. 2000).
Single, double and triple-label confocal laser scanning
microscopy
Sections were initially analyzed in Leipzig with a Zeiss
LSM 510 Meta confocal laser scanning microscope
(CLSM) equipped with the laser excitation lines 488, 568
and 633 nm (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). In
Amsterdam we first studied sections in a Leica TCS-SP
confocal instrument equipped with an Argon/Krypton gas
laser (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany): 488,
568 and 647 nm excitation wavelengths, and ultimately in
a Leica TCS-SP2-AOBS instrument equipped with an
Argon/Krypton gas laser (488 nm) and with HeNe lasers
supplying excitation at 543 and 633 nm. Irrespective of the
instrument, we configured two or three analysis channels.
A channel is a specific configuration of the CLSM
designed to detect a particular fluorochrome: laser, emis-
sion wavelength, dichroic mirror, filter set and detector.
Next, small regions of interest were viewed at high mag-
nification with a high-resolution objective lens (Leipzig:
63· oil, NA 1.40; Amsterdam: 63· water NA 1.2 (TCS-SP)
and 63· glycerin, NA 1.30 (TCS-SP2). Finally, double- or
triple-channel series of images were obtained through the
63· immersion lens at high zoom setting (zoom 8, pinhole
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1.00 arbitrary units [Airy disk] 100%, Z-increment always
122 nm, 40–100 images of 512 · 512 pixels at 8-bit
sampling). Additional measures at image acquisition time
to suppress crosstalk were the following. First, we always
acquired images in sequential mode, exciting each fluoro-
chrome with its own specific laser light. We scanned also
single-stained sections and sections containing single
structures (axons labeled with a neuroanatomical tracer)
triple-stained in order to determine whether the instrument
settings were correct, that is that signal separation was
unconditional.
The sampling scheme included two or three samples per
cortical layer per section (see Fig. 1a, b). We carefully
avoided at this point cell bodies and capillaries because
these would interfere with quantification. In total we
scanned the medial subdivision of the entorhinal cortex
(MEA) in six horizontally cut sections, and the lateral
subdivision of the entorhinal cortex (LEA) in six coronally
cut sections. In each acquisition session, we took for cali-
bration and alignment control purposes images of the
triple-stained control sections mentioned above, using
unchanged instrument parameters.
Post acquisition computer processing
Deconvolution
All image files were processed with Huygens Professional
deconvolution software (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hil-
versum, The Netherlands) running on a Silicon Graphics
Origin 300TM computer. Deconvolution is necessary at this
ultrahigh magnification to extract in a statistically reliable
way all relevant information from the image series and to
reduce blur and background (van der Voort and Strasters
1995; Wouterlood et al. 2002, 2007; Wouterlood 2006).
Figure 5a, b shows an image before (‘‘raw’’ image) and
after deconvolution. The images obtained from the triple-
stained calibration sections were used to determine whether
and to what degree correction might be necessary for pixel
shift between channels caused by errors like laser un-
alignment or chromatic aberration.
Threshold analysis and 3D object recognition with ImageJ
Immunostaining with the antibodies against VGluTs and
GAD typically produced punctate-staining patterns. Small
aggregates of fluorescence seen by the observer’s eye
(‘‘punctae’’) are translated by digital imaging into clumps
of pixels with elevated grey intensities. Output of a CLSM
consists of multichannel Z-series of images in which each
frame is a 2D bitmapped image containing islands of pixels
that represent the ‘‘optically sectioned’’ small aggregates of
fluorescence. Programs aimed at 3D object recognition
attempt the reverse: they identify islands of pixels with
elevated intensities in each frame of a Z-series by wrapping
them in isodensity ‘‘envelopes’’. Next, successive frames in
the Z-series are compared and the isodensity envelopes are
extended into the Z-direction. In the present paper, we use
the term ‘‘3D object’’ where we deal with the results of the
Fig. 1 Sampling scheme: three samples per layer, all layers of the
entorhinal cortex. MEA was sampled in horizontal sections, LEA in
frontal sections. DG dentate gyrus, Sub subiculum, PrS presubiculum.
C Intensity-3D object histogram calculated by the ImageJ 3D object
recognition plugin: number of 3D objects (Y-axis) plotted against
threshold isodensity value (X-axis). For each sample we determined
this histogram and used the intensity causing the peak of this
histogram as the ‘‘objective’’ threshold further used to count 3D
objects
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digital imaging, 3D object recognition and 3D
reconstruction.
From the above it must be clear that 3D object recog-
nition hinges on objective and reproducible thresholding of
the isodensity envelopes. Thus we started with threshold
analysis of all image series, using ImageJ, a public domain,
Java-based image analysis suite (Rasband 1997–2006).
Specifically, we applied the plugin ‘‘3D object counter’’
(Fabrice Cordelie`res, Institut Curie, Orsay, France; fab-
rice.cordelieres@curie.u-psud.fr). This plugin wraps all
relevant punctae present in a Z-series with isodensity
envelopes and counts their numbers (‘‘3D objects’’). We
applied a macro written by Dr. Riichi Kajiwara (Neuro-
science Research Institute, AIST, Tsukuba, Japan) that runs
the plugin through the entire range of isodensity intensity
thresholds (0–255). Typical for threshold analysis of
punctate immunofluorescence is that the number of rec-
ognized 3D objects plotted against threshold intensity
reveals a parabolic curve (see Fig. 1c). The intensity
associated with the maximum number of recognized 3D
objects was considered by us to represent the ‘‘objective
threshold’’ to be used in all further processing. An offset of
100 voxels was applied to remove noise. Since the absolute
number of recognized 3D objects is a function of the
scanned tissue volume we applied a correction by dividing
in each sample the number of identified 3D objects by the
sample’s volume and normalizing the calculated number to
a 1,000 lm3 tissue volume. The outcome of this exercise is
further called the number of 3D objects in the ‘‘density
reference frame’’ (DRF). We did not correct for tissue
shrinkage.
Coexpression of markers
We processed the deconvoluted confocal image series
through software written in SCIL_Image, a C++ imple-
mentation (TNO, Delft, The Netherlands). The software
includes instructions to detect 3D objects (comparable to
the 3D object counter plugin of ImageJ) and it produces
numerical and graphical output with respect to 3D objects
found at identical positions in adjacent channels (i.e.,
punctae in which colocalization occurs). Scripts pass
parameters, e.g. thresholds, to the software. The concept
and application of these scripts are described in detail in a
separate paper (Wouterlood et al. 2007a). As thresholds for
the 3D object recognition in SCIL_Image we used the
objective thresholds obtained via the Image J threshold
analysis described above. Because bitmapped images of
small different biological objects lying next to each other
(apposition) may show overlap due to Abbe diffraction (see
Wouterlood et al. 2007a), we considered coexpression of
markers to exist only if the involved 3D objects showed at
least 500 voxels overlap between channels. A geometrical
sphere of 500 voxels in our Z-image series (radius
0.365 lm) roughly corresponds with that of a small axon
terminal. In addition to this criterion we ran the entire
collected dataset with overlap criteria 100 voxels and 1,000
voxels, and we comment on the findings with these lowered
and raised overlap criteria.
3D reconstruction through surface rendering
Structures included in the image files were 3D recon-
structed by means of AmiraTM visualization/modeling
software (developed by the Konrad Zuse Zentrum for
Information Technology, Berlin, Germany: website at
http://amira.zib.de; program distribution by http://www.
amiravis.com). This program creates multichannel surface
rendered 3D reconstructions from series of bitmapped
images via isodensity wireframes. Thresholding is inter-
active. We used in Amira the ‘‘objective’’ thresholds
determined via the ImageJ threshold analysis.
Results
Distribution of markers
VGluT1
At first inspection the immunofluorescence signal in the
entorhinal cortex associated with VGluT1 was very strong
and even. This, and the uniformity of the stained structural
elements, gave the sections at low magnification a ‘‘flat’’
appearance (see Fig. 2a). There were no qualitative dif-
ferences in this respect between the medial (MEA) and
lateral (LEA) subdivisions of the entorhinal cortex. At high
magnification and in the confocal laser scanning micro-
scope, VGluT1-immunofluorescence resolved into a
distinct punctate pattern (Fig. 2b, c). The punctae, and the
corresponding 3D objects after computer reconstruction,
were very small (diameter in the order of magnitude of
0.5 lm), and they were densely packed in the molecular
layers and in the neuropil surrounding (completely immu-
nonegative) cell bodies. 3D objects consisted of fiber-like
structures and small aggregates of fluorescence matter with
shapes and sizes resembling those of axon terminals. We
did not see any immunopositive cell body, dendrite or long
fiber. Analysis of the sampled areas with the 3D object
recognition plugin of ImageJ revealed that the average 3D
object, under standardized microscopy conditions with
objective thresholding, consisted of 909 voxels on average,
with quite some spread reflecting the large variation in
dimensions (standard deviation 1,596 voxels; n = 38,862
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3D objects, smallest 3D object 100 voxels, largest 50,079
voxels). A spherical cluster of 909 voxels has a radius of
6.01 voxels, which fits a box with the dimensions
12 · 12 · 12 pixels, or in absolute measures a volume
enclosed by a box 0.68 lm long and wide and, because of
Z-stepping, 1.46 lm deep. In the systematic analysis of the
308 Brain Struct Funct (2007) 212:303–319
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density of 3D objects through all cortical layers we found
in layer III of MEA the densest distribution of VGluT1
punctae expressed as the number of 3D objects in the
(1,000 lm3) DRF (140 ± 36; see Table 1). For LEA we
observed the highest density of VGluT1 punctae in layer III
as well, i.e. 112 ± 8 3D objects in the DRF. All layers
taken together, the average density in MEA amounted to
123 3D objects in the DRF versus 104 in LEA. Thus,
VGluT1 appeared to be most ubiquitous in MEA. All data
taken together showed 113 VGluT1 3D objects in the
‘‘average’’ entorhinal DRF.
VGluT2
The distribution of fluorescence label after VGlut2 immu-
nostaining was in several aspects different from that of
VGluT1. Initial visual inspection at low magnification
indicated fluorescence throughout all layers (Fig. 2d). At
high magnification, VGluT2 immunostaining showed a
punctate aspect with small aggregates of fluorescence
(Fig. 2e, f) and with conspicuous absence of fluorescence
signal in cell bodies and dendrites. However, individual
VGluT2 punctae seemed larger than the punctae seen after
VGluT1 immunostaining and they seemed less densely
distributed. Visual comparison of MEA and LEA did not
reveal major differences. Moderate amounts of VGluT2
punctae appeared in all layers in both cortical subdivisions,
with many punctae in layers III-IV. Typical for layers II
and III were dense deposits of fluorescence punctae in the
neuropil in between the clusters of completely immuno-
negative cell bodies.
ImageJ analysis revealed that the average number of
voxels making up one aggregate of VGluT2 immunofluo-
rescence was 1,777 (SD 4,493; n = 33,068, smallest 3D
object 100 voxels, largest 98,622 voxels). A spherical
cluster of voxels of the average size has a radius of 7.51
voxels, fitting the inside of a box measuring 15 · 15 · 15
pixels, or in absolute measures a box 0.87 lm long and
wide and, because of Z-stepping, 1.83 lm deep.
Quantitatively, VGluT2 3D objects appeared unevenly
distributed throughout the cortical layers, their numbers
varying between 53 and 84 3D objects in the DRF. We noted
in this respect slight differences between MEA and LEA
(Table 1). The density of 3D objects in layer I in both MEA
and LEA was moderate. Layers II and III of MEA showed
considerably higher densities of 3D objects than the corre-
sponding layers in LEA. Layer III showed both in MEA and
LEA a higher density of 3D objects than layers I and II with,
of both subdivisions, MEA expressing the highest density
(layer II: 79 ± 5, layer III: 80 ± 8 in the DRF). Layers III
and IV formed a continuum in LEA and could not be further
differentiated. In contrast with LEA, layer IV was readily
distinguishable in MEA and of the entire entorhinal cortex
this layer contained the highest density of 3D objects in the
DRF: 84 ± 11. Layers V and VI in both MEA and LEA
contained moderate numbers of VGluT2 3D objects. Layer
VI in MEA had the lowest density of the entire entorhinal
cortex, notably 53 ± 10 3D objects per DRF. All layers
lumped together, the average density of VGluT2 punctae in
Table 1 Quantification of punctae immunopositive for VGluTs and GAD
Layer MEA/number of 3D objects LEA/number of 3D objects
VGluT1 VGluT2 GAD VGluT1 VGluT2 GAD
I 129 ± 12 61 ± 8 108 ± 33 102 ± 18 62 ± 5 118 ± 28
II 128 ± 17 79 ± 5 86 ± 35 92 ± 15 58 ± 7 97 ± 14
III 140 ± 36 80 ± 8 74 ± 15 112 ± 8 73 ± 10 88 ± 18
IV 121 ± 15 84 ± 11 66 ± 17 103 ± 12 NC 103 ± 31
V 118 ± 11 55 ± 8 68 ± 8 104 ± 12 71 ± 4 93 ± 22
VI 104 ± 6 53 ± 10 84 ± 35 113 ± 2 62 ± 8 108 ± 32
DRF average 123 68 82 104 65 101
VGluT1 + VGluT2 + GAD 3D objects in the DRF 273 270
Data of each cortical layer is the average of six samples. Numbers obtained with ImageJ, 3D object counter plugin, using the ‘‘objective’’
threshold. Calculated is the number of 3D objects normalized per 1,000 lm3 density reference frame (DRF). nc not counted (because we could
not distinguish layer IV in LEA in the VGluT2 stained material). CR punctae were not counted since CR objects have a quite different form
factor than the VGluTs and GAD: it is present in cell bodies and dendrites next to axon terminals
Fig. 2 Distribution of VGluT1, VGluT2, GAD and CR in the
entorhinal cortex. a, d, g, j: Low-power micrographs showing the
typical uniform and dense, yet different distributions of VGluT1-,
VGluT2-, GAD- and CR-immunofluorescence, respectively. Cortical
layers are indicated with dashed lines and accompanying Roman
numerals. The insets show the regions where samples were taken for
confocal scanning. b, e, h, k High magnification projection images of
Z-image series of VGluT1-, VGluT2-, GAD- and CR punctae,
sampled in layer I of LEA (·63 magnification, ·8 zoom, after
deconvolution). c, f, i Corresponding 3D reconstructions of 3D
objects, K. 3D reconstruction of CR fibers. RhS rhinal sulcus
b
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MEA was 68 3D objects in the DRF whereas in LEA this
number was 65. On average a DRF in the entorhinal cortex
contained 67 VGluT2 3D objects.
VGluT1 compared with VGluT2
Initial visual comparison of the VGluT1- and VGluT2-
immunostained sections gave the impression of a much
lower density of VGluT2 punctae compared with VGluT1-
punctae, especially in layer III (compare Fig. 2a, d). The
quantitative approach confirmed this observation. Expres-
sed as the number of 3D objects in the DRF, VGluT1 3D
objects occurred in all immunostained sections at roughly
50% higher density compared with VGluT2. This higher
density of VGluT1 3D objects was observed in sections
taken from different rat brains as well as in pairs of adja-
cent sections of the same rat brain immunoprocessed in
parallel with the two different anti-VGluT antibodies. Not
only the numbers of VGluT1- or VGluT2 3D objects
packed in the same DRF were different, also the sizes of
the immunostained punctae differed considerably. The
difference in volume between the average VGluT1- and
VGluT2 3D-object was 909 against 1,777 = 868 voxels.
Thus, the average VGluT2 3D object had a diameter 3
voxels larger than that of the average VGluT1 3D object.
Statistical testing (T test, z test) revealed a significant dif-
ference in diameter at P \ 0.01.
GAD
In the sections subjected to GAD-immunohistochemistry
we noted immunopositive cell bodies next to dense punc-
tate staining representing fiber terminals (cf. Oertel et al.
1982). The immunopositive punctae appeared at first
glance evenly distributed throughout the cortical layers
(Fig. 2g–i). In the quantitative analysis, expressed as the
number of 3D objects in the DRF, layer I in both MEA and
LEA had relatively the highest density of GAD 3D objects
whereas the lowest densities were encountered in LEA in
layer III and in MEA in layer V (Table 1). Taken all layers
together, the density of GAD 3D objects was in LEA
approximately 20% higher than in MEA.
ImageJ analysis revealed that the average number of
voxels making up one aggregate of GAD immunofluores-
cence was 1,242 (SD 2,377; n = 19,157, smallest 3D object
100 voxels, largest 47,249 voxels). A spherical cluster of
voxels of this size has a radius of 6.67 voxels corre-
sponding with a spherical volume fitting roughly the inside
of a 13 · 13 · 13 pixel box, or in absolute dimensions a
box 0.75 lm long and wide, and because of Z-stepping
size, 1.58 lm deep.
Calretinin
CR-positive cell bodies were scattered in the cortical layers
of both subdivisions of the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 2j; MEA).
The highest density of CR positive cells occurred in LEA.
Cell bodies and processes stood crisply out against the
background, at least in the outer layers (I–IV) of EC. Well-
stained CR immunopositive cells displayed bipolar and
multipolar configurations of their dendritic trees, with long,
slender and aspiny dendrites. Cell bodies embedded in layers
II and III displayed in several cases dendrites that ascended
all the way to the brain surface. In LEA a very dense plexus of
CR-positive fibers was present just below the cortical sur-
face. This plexus is typical for LEA and contains calretinin
expressing fibers originating in the olfactory bulb (Wouter-
lood and Ha¨rtig 1995). All layers of LEA and MEA contained
moderate amounts of CR positive fibers, with the highest
density in layer III of LEA in the region adjacent to the
perirhinal cortex. In MEA, fibers were generally less densely
distributed than in LEA. All these observations were similar
to those reported earlier by us (Wouterlood et al. 2000).
Since CR, in contrast to the VGluTs and GAD is
expressed in cellular compartments whose dimensions are
of another magnitude (cell bodies, dendrites) than those of
the VGluT1-, VGluT2- and GAD punctae, we assessed that
a quantitative comparison of numbers of identified 3D CR
objects in a density reference frame with those of VGluT-
and GAD 3D objects would not be meaningful. For the
sake of completeness, and to enable visual comparison with
the VGluTs and GAD we include an image of CR positive
axons in Fig. 2k and a 3D reconstruction in Fig. 2l.
GAD compared with VGluTs
GAD 3D objects had a lower density in MEA compared
with LEA. The figures for VGluT1 3D objects were the
reverse (except in layer VI where VGluT1 3D objects had
the highest density in LEA). On average, the distribution of
VGluT2 3D objects was equally dense in MEA and LEA.
Although the proportion of GAD 3D objects to VGluT1 3D
objects differed between MEA and LEA, the combined
densities of VGluT1- and GAD 3D objects in the
1,000 ± m3 DRF was in both subdivisions equal to 205.
Numbers of VGluT2 punctae in the DRF did not differ
significantly between MEA and LEA (68 in MEA, 65 in
LEA). All data on VGluT1-, VGluT2- and GAD 3D objects
together show that a 1,000 lm3 DRF in MEA hosts 273 3D
objects while the comparable DRF in LEA hosts 270 3D
objects. Thus, seen in the perspective of the total popula-
tion of 3D objects in a DRF, in MEA the density of
VGluT1 punctae was higher than in LEA at the relative
expense of the density of GAD 3D objects (Fig. 3).
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The average VGluT1 3D object contained 909 voxels,
the average VGluT2 3D object contained 1,777 voxels,
whereas the average GAD 3D object was composed of
1,242 voxels. In this respect an average GAD 3D object
was smaller than an average VGluT2 3D object but bigger
than an average VGluT1 3D object.
Coexpression of markers
VGluT1 and calretinin
We found only sporadic coexpression, almost nihil, of
VGluT1 and CR.
VGluT2 and calretinin
Coexpression of VGluT2 and CR occurred in all layers,
both in MEA and LEA. 3D objects coexpressing both
markers were present in all inspected sections and in all
samples (Figs. 4, 5). Normalized numbers of 3D objects
expressing each single marker, and 3D objects expressing
both markers and their percentages are shown in Table 2.
In MEA the highest number of 3D objects coexpressing
VGluT2 and CR was present in layer VI (22 3D objects
coexpressing VGluT2 and CR on a total of 85 VGluT2 3D
objects in the DRF, or 26%). In LEA the highest number of
3D objects coexpressing both markers was seen in layer IV
(6 3D objects coexpressing VGluT2 and CR on 41 VGluT2
3D objects in the DRF). The overall percentage of VGluT2
3D objects, which coexpressed CR, was in MEA 23% and
in LEA 20%. For the entire entorhinal cortex, 12% of the
VGluT2 immunopositive 3D objects also expressed CR.
Percentages of coexpression were also calculated for the
calretinin 3D objects. In MEA, 33% of the CR immuno-
positive 3D objects coexpressed VGluT2, and in MEA
16%. These percentages were lower than the percentages of
VGluT2 3D objects coexpressing CR.
In addition to using 500 voxels as the limiting criterion
for overlap we also programmed SCIL_Image to calculate
numbers of 3D objects and percentages of overlap based on
a 1,000 voxel criterion. Using this higher criterion the
absolute number of recognized 3D objects was less than
with the 500 voxel criterion and consequently the absolute
number of 3D objects showing coexpression was lower as
well. However, the percentages of 3D objects showing
coexpression stayed roughly the same as for the 500 voxel
criterion. For instance, at the 1,000 voxel criterion, in MEA
24% of the 3D objects containing VGluT2 also expressed
CR (732 VGluT2-CR 3D objects on a total of 3,090
VGluT2 3D objects), and in LEA the corresponding per-
centage was 11 (302 VGluT2-CR 3D objects on a total of
2,778 VGluT2 3D objects). When the overlap criterion was
decreased to 100 voxels, percentages of 3D objects coex-
pressing both markers changed to 31% for MEA and 23%
for LEA.
GAD and CR
A fair number of 3D objects expressing GAD contained
also CR. Coexpression occurred in all cortical layers and
we noted such 3D objects in all samples. Percentages were
lower than those for VGluT2-CR coexpression. For
instance, SCIL_Image reported in MEA 13% of the 3D
objects expressing GAD also expressing CR (10 coex-
pressing 3D objects in the DRF versus 75 GAD-expressing
3D objects). For LEA the corresponding figure was 12% (6
coexpressing 3D objects in the DRF versus 49 GAD 3D
objects). 3D GAD objects in MEA expressing CR
amounted to 24% of the total number of CR 3D objects.
For LEA this figure was 12%. Also in case of GAD-CR
coexpression the percentages of overlapping 3D objects did
not change much if the overlap criterion was raised to
1,000 voxels or lowered to 100 voxels.
VGluT2 and GAD
A considerable number of 3D objects contained both
VGluT2 and GAD. In MEA, 13% of the recognized
VGluT2 3D objects coexpressed GAD (8 3D objects in the
DRF on a total number of 61 VGluT2 3D objects). In LEA
Fig. 3 Absolute and relative distributions of VGluT1, VGluT2 and
GAD punctae in MEA and LEA. Data expressed in absolute and
relative ways. The ordinate indicates the absolute number of punctae
counted in the 1,000 lm3 DRF: these are average DRF’s with
contributions of all cortical layers. The sum of the number of
VGluT1, VGluT2 and GAD punctae in MEA equals that in LEA.
Within each column the percentage of punctae of each contributing
marker is represented as the fraction of the sum of all punctae
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the corresponding percentage was more than twice as high:
30% (12 coexpressing 3D objects on 40 VGluT2 3D
objects). Conversely, in MEA, 7% of the recognized GAD
3D objects expressed VGluT2 (5 3D objects in the DRF
expressing both markers on 75 GAD 3D objects). In LEA
the corresponding percentage was much higher. In this
cortical subdivision the program calculated 31% of the
GAD 3D objects fulfilling the overlap criterion (15 3D
objects in the DRF expressing both markers on 49 GAD 3D
objects). In entorhinal cortex as a whole, 20% of the
VGluT2 3D objects coexpressed GAD while 16% of the
GAD 3D objects also expressed VGluT2.
After raising the overlap criterion to 1,000 voxels the
program still detected scores of 3D objects coexpressing
both markers: for the entire entorhinal cortex, 19% of the
VGluT2 3D objects coexpressed GAD (or conversely, 18%
of the GAD 3D objects coexpressed VGluT2). In absolute
numbers: the program distinguished 1,125 coexpressing 3D
objects on a total of 5,868 VGluT2 3D objects and 6,062
GAD 3D objects. If the overlap criterion was lowered to
100, the coexpression percentages for the entire entorhinal
cortex were even higher (29% of GAD 3D objects also
expressing VGluT2, or 32% of the VGluT2 objects
expressing also GAD). An illustration of VGluT2-GAD
coexpressing 3D objects is provided in Fig. 5f.
Triple expression: VGluT2, GAD and calretinin
Mostly in MEA and occasionally in LEA we encountered
3D objects in exactly the same location in all three chan-
nels, i.e., objects expressing all three markers (Table 2,
further elaborated in Table 3, illustrated in Fig. 5g). In
absolute terms, the SCIL_Image routines recognized in our
samples in total 258 3D objects fulfilling 500 voxels
overlap for all three channels, on a total of 8,351VGluT2-,
8,808 GAD- and 7,606 CR 3D objects (numbers found in
MEA and LEA combined). The percentage of 3D objects
showing triple overlap thus amounted to around 3% of the
numbers of 3D objects exhibiting the individual markers.
Expressed as percentages of the numbers of 3D objects in
the DRF, it appeared that 1% of the VGluT2 3D objects,
1% of the GAD 3D objects and 2% of the CR 3D objects
also expressed the other two markers.
Using the 100 voxel overlap criterion our program
detected in total 18,445 GAD-, 16,137 VGluT2- and 15,810
CR 3D objects. The number of 3D objects that showed triple-
expression at this overlap criterion setting amounted to 546 in
MEA and 905 in LEA, which is approximately 10% of the 3D
objects containing one of the individual markers. At 1,000
voxel overlap, SCIL_Image still detected 3D objects
expressing all three markers, both in MEA and in LEA: 117
Table 2 Colocalization determined with SCIL_Image software of markers in 3D objects (VGluT2, GAD, and CR) in triple-immunostained
sections
n VGluT2
3D objects
n GAD
3D objects
n CR
3D objects
n VGluT2
3D objects
that coexpress
CR
n GAD
3D objects
that coexpress
CR
n VGluT2
3D objects
that coexpress
GAD
n GAD 3D
objects that
coexpress
VGluT2
n 3D objects
that coexpress
all three markers
MEA
Layer I 49 64 50 10 (20%) 7 (11%) 6 (12%) 6 (9%) 1
Layer II 50 89 44 13 (26%) 9 (10%) 5 (10%) 6 (7%) 1
Layer III 65 75 39 17 (26%) 12 (16%) 9 (14%) 10 (13%) 1
Layer IV 55 72 31 11 (20%) 6 (8%) 3 (5%) 4 (6%) 1
Layer V 62 63 44 13 (21%) 9 (14%) 8 (13%) 9 (14%) 1
Layer VI 85 86 46 22 (26%) 17 (20%) 14 (16%) 9 (10%) 2
Total MEA 61 75 42 14 (23%) 10 (13%) 8 (13%) 5 (7%) 1
LEA
Layer I 49 54 62 4 (8%) 4 (7%) 10 (20%) 10 (19%) 0
Layer II 42 48 48 5 (12%) 6 (13%) 9 (21%) 11 (23%) 1
Layer III 35 47 43 5 (14%) 8 (17%) 11 (31%) 17 (36%) 1
Layer IV 41 52 58 6 (15%) 4 (8%) 14 (34%) 22 (42%) 1
Layer V 34 44 44 5 (15%) 4 (9%) 12 (35%) 14 (32%) 1
Layer VI 39 49 48 5 (13%) 8 (16%) 18 (46%) 16 (33%) 0
Total LEA 40 49 50 8 (20%) 6 (12%) 12 (30%) 15 (31%) 1
LEA + MEA 50 62 46 6 (12%) 6 (26%) 10 (20%) 10 (16%) 1
Normalized numbers of 3D objects (per 1,000 lm3 DRF) and averaged per layer. Minimum 3D overlapping object size was 500 voxels, that is
that 3D objects coexpressing the markers and passing the test shared a common volume of at least 500 voxels. Data include 48 samples in LEA
and 33 samples in MEA
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‘‘triple’’ 3D objects on a total of 5,868 VGluT2 objects (2%),
6,062 GAD objects (2%) and 5,115 CR objects (2%).
Increasing the overlap criterion had some effect on the
absolute numbers and percentages of triple-expressing 3D
objects but did not completely eliminate the observation of
3D objects expressing all three markers.
Discussion
General
VGluT1- and VGluT2 immunostaining of rat entorhinal
cortex resulted in intense and, at low magnification, quite
homogeneous staining in both medial (MEA) and lateral
(LEA) entorhinal subdivisions. Immunofluorescence signal
was present in all cortical layers. At high magnification,
small, intensely stained punctae were visible with shapes and
sizes similar to axon terminals. There were no VGluT1- or
VGluT2-immunopositive cell bodies or dendrites. Similar
observations have been reported by others (e.g., Ha¨rtig et al.
2003; Nanclares-Alonso et al. 2004). At the level of visual
inspection, VGluT2 punctae seemed larger and less in
number than VGluT1 punctae. These differences were
quantitatively corroborated via systematic sampling in a
confocal laser scanning instrument followed by 3D object
recognition and counting based on an objective thresholding
procedure. Automated recognition of 3D objects and auto-
mated determination of coexpression made it possible to
compare layers and subdivisions in an objective way, to
apply numerical criteria for the purpose of determining
coexpression of markers, and to apply criteria to distinguish
coexpression from diffraction-associated overlap.
Histological considerations
We made our observations in 10 lm thick sections.
Reducing section thickness to this size was necessary to
circumvent false-negativity associated with insufficient
penetration of antibodies into sections. The quality of
penetration is diagnosed by acquiring a Z-series of confocal
images stepping through the entire thickness of a section.
Good penetration translates into images with a high signal
to noise ratio everywhere along the Z-axis; poor penetra-
tion exposes itself by a decrease in a section of the signal-
to-noise ratio along the Z axis to a minimum, slowly
returning to the starting level once the half-way point has
been passed. In particular the penetration of VGluT anti-
bodies became poor when section thickness exceeded
10 lm. Figure 4c illustrates the overall good penetration of
the anti-VGluT2 antibody into our material. Also anti-
bodies to GAD may show poor penetration (cf. Freund
et al. 1983), but in our 10 lm thick sections penetration of
this antibody appeared complete. Antibodies against CR
were not handicapped by a low penetration rate. Thus, we
took care to eliminate a source of false-negative
immunostaining.
Instrument-related considerations: punctae, 3D objects
and thresholds
Immunofluorescence staining of VGluT1, VGluT2 and
GAD revealed punctae or, in optical terms, aggregates of
high-immunofluorescence emission. The confocal instru-
ment produces 2D ‘‘optical sections’’ through these
punctae, and our software recognizes individual 3D
objects by constructing envelopes of isodense voxels in
the X, Y and Z planes. Thresholding, that is assigning a
particular grey intensity value to the isodensity envelope,
is crucial. Too low threshold settings produce few, large
3D particles with clusters of high-intensity voxels con-
nected by bridges of lower-intensity voxels, whereas too
high thresholds produce also few, small 3D objects now
consisting of only the highest-intensity voxels. The
number of recognized 3D particles as well as their size
therefore depends typically on the setting of the isodensity
Table 3 Percentages of coexpression and triple expression of VGluT2, GAD and CR in 3D objects in medial (MEA) and lateral (LEA)
entorhinal cortex. Analysis with SCIL_Image
VGluT2-CR
coexpressing
punctae
GAD-CR
coexpressing
punctae
VGluT2-GAD
coexpressing
punctae
Punctae expressing
all three markers
As % of
number of
VGluT2 -
punctae
As % of
number
of CR-
objects
As % of
number of
GAD-
punctae
As % of
number of
CR-
objects
As % of
number of
VGluT2-
punctae
As % of
number
of GAD-
punctae
As % of
number of
VGluT2-
punctae
As % of
number
of GAD-
punctae
As % of
number
of CR-
objects
MEA 23 33 13 24 13 11 1 1 2
LEA 20 16 12 12 30 25 1 1 2
LEA + MEA 12 13 26 22 20 16 1 1 2
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envelope’s threshold. To avoid the strongly subjective and
inherently poorly reproducible thresholding by a human
computer operator, we opted for applying an operator
independent, objective and reproducible thresholding
method (Wouterlood et al. 2007a).
Distribution of VGluT- and GAD punctae in entorhinal
cortex
VGluT1- and VGluT2 immunoreactive punctae occurred in
all layers of the entorhinal cortex. VGluT1 punctae were
Fig. 4 Coexpression of VGluT2 and CR. This section was double-
stained to reveal CR (via Alexa Fluor 488(tm)) and VGluT2 (via
Alexa Fluor 594(tm)) d). a Extended-focus view of the 488 nm
channel; distribution of CR. b extended focus view of the companion
channel (594 nm) showing the distribution of VGluT2. c In Section
View overlay mode, the XY, ZX and YZ images of the 488 and 594 nm
channels are inspected. Green CR, red VGluT2, orange co-localiza-
tion of signal. d, e computer reconstructions of the structures visible
in the 488 nm channel (green) and 594 nm channel (red). Punctae
coexpressing both markers are indicated with arrows. Image C was
made on purpose for this illustration at zoom ·16. All other imaging
at zoom ·8
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more abundant than VGluT2 punctae. For each of the
VGluTs, going from superficial to deep cortical layers, the
normalized densities of immunofluorescent punctae
remained fairly constant. Marked differences were found
when we compared the VGluT1- and VGluT2 staining
patterns. The density of VGluT1 3D objects was consid-
erably and consistently higher than that of VGluT2 3D
objects. At the same time the average VGluT1 3D object
was statistically significantly smaller than its VGluT2
counterpart. Because both VGluTs occur presynaptically in
axon terminals as components of synaptic vesicle mem-
branes (Bellocchio et al. 1998, 2000: Fremeau et al. 2001),
the question arises what underlies the observed differences
in size. As the resolving power of a confocal microscope is
Fig. 5 Triple-immunostained material. Sample B1L1S13S1_
layer02_take_03 (MEA layer III). Colors in all panels: GAD green
(488 nm), VGluT2 red (543 nm), CR blue (633 nm). a Extended
focus view of the acquired multichannel Z-series. b Extended focus
image after deconvolution of this image series. c 3D reconstruction.
d–g, Details. d VGluT2 in CR-containing structures (red in blue;
arrows). e GAD in CR-containing structures (green in blue; arrow).
f GAD in VGluT2-containing structures (green in red; arrows). g All
three markers in the same structure (VGluT2, GAD and CR;
corresponding colors; structure indicated by an arrow)
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insufficient to distinguish individual synaptic vesicles we
must assume that clusters of synaptic vesicles carrying
VGluT1 or VGluT2 were imaged. Thus, while the confocal
images may provide the contours of clusters of VGluT-
carrying synaptic vesicles and thus indicate the presence of
axon terminals, these cluster contours may not by default
coincide with the limiting membranes of the hosting axon
terminals. As a consequence, size differences of immuno-
fluorescent 3D objects must be interpreted in terms of
amounts or distributions of clusters of synaptic vesicles.
VGluT2 clusters may simply encompass more synaptic
vesicles than VGluT1 clusters. Alternatively, with similar
size and number of synaptic vesicles, the distances between
individual synaptic vesicles in VGluT2 axon terminals, or
between small pools of synaptic vesicles, might be larger
than in VGluT1 punctae. The electron microscope is nec-
essary to study these possible morphological differences
between axon terminals containing VGluT1- or VGluT2
expressing synaptic vesicles.
The distribution of punctae expressing the third marker,
GAD, held the middle between that of VGluT1- and
VGluT2 punctae. The density of GAD punctae in our
samples was homogeneous throughout the different cortical
layers.
It is noteworthy that the average densities of VGluT1-,
VGluT2- and GAD punctae expressed as the number of 3D
objects in the DRF, taken together (VGluT1 + VGluT2 +
GAD, Fig. 3) amounted to 273 in MEA and 270 in LEA,
which is remarkably similar. In MEA, the DRF density of
VGluT1 3D objects was lower than in LEA, but this dif-
ference was ‘‘compensated for’’ in MEA by the higher
density of GAD 3D objects. One explanation for this
phenomenon is that the microarchitecture of brain tissue
allows for a fixed total number of axon terminals per tissue
volume unit. Within this constraint the tissue volume may
be occupied by differently proportioned fractions of axon
terminals belonging to specific populations of neurons or
projections of different origins. The difference between
LEA and MEA may reflect differences in fiber connectiv-
ity, architecture and intrinsic wiring (cf. Witter 2002;
Wouterlood 2002).
Coexpression in CR 3D objects of VGluT2 and GAD:
intrinsic or extrinsic axonal circuits?
Analysis with SCIL_Image revealed that in MEA 33% of
the CR 3D objects coexpressed VGluT2 and that 24%
coexpressed GAD. In LEA the numbers of 3D objects
coexpressing either CR and VGluT2 or CR and GAD were
half of that in MEA. The overall number in entorhinal
cortex of 3D objects coexpressing CR and VGluT2 was
13%. For 3D objects coexpressing CR and GAD the similar
figure was 22%. Thus we feel that we have solid evidence
in support of the hypothesis that there are at least two CR
neuron subpopulations in the entorhinal cortex: a
GABAergic (GAD-expressing) and a glutamatergic
(VGluT2-expressing). Expression of GABA in cell bodies
of CR immunopositive neurons in EC has been reported
previously (Wouterlood et al. 2000). The SCIL_Image
analysis was not informative about the individual neurons
involved since the analysis was limited to punctae, i.e.
axon terminals. It might be of interest to determine how
many axon terminals belong to the axon collateral distri-
bution of a single CR-VGluT2 neuron and a single CR-
GAD neuron because such knowledge would enable us to
generate models giving more insight in the roles of these
neurons in the entorhinal neuronal network.
One important question here remains the origin of the
CR-VGluT2 fibers. In a previous study we noted GABA-
immunonegative, CR-positive cell bodies embedded in
layer I of the entorhinal cortex (Wouterlood et al. 2000).
According to the classical Golgi study by Lorente de No´
(1933) layer-I neurons distribute their axon collaterals in
layer I only. Therefore, these neurons are considered by us
as archetypical interneurons. Subsequently, our hypothesis
was that at least these CR-cells might be excitatory.
However, the elegant hypothesis exists that VGluT1 is
generally associated with cortico-cortical excitatory con-
nectivity and VGluT2 with subcortico-cortical excitatory
connectivity (Fujiyama et al. 2001; Kaneko and Fujiyama
2002; reviewed by Fremeau et al. 2004). Thus, we should
take the possibility of subcortical CR-glutamatergic affer-
ent innervation of the entorhinal cortex seriously into
account.
In the rat, the entorhinal cortex receives fiber projections
of subcortical origin. Among these are projections from the
medial septum and the diagonal band (Gaykema et al.
1990), i.e., an area known to contain CR-expressing neu-
rons (Re´sibois and Rogers 1992). Additional subcortical
input arises from nuclei of the amygdaloid complex
(reviewed by Pitka¨nen 2000; Kemppainen et al. 2002).
Several of these nuclei host neurons that express CR
(Re´sibois and Rogers 1992). A major thalamic input arrives
from the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus (NRT; Beck-
stead 1978, Wouterlood et al. 1990; Vertes et al. 2006)
whereas additional diencephalic input is supplied by the
paratenial, periventricular and anteromedial thalamic
nuclei (Beckstead 1978; van Groen et al. 1995) and the
ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (Canteras et al. 1994).
Several of these nuclei contain CR neurons (Re´sibois and
Rogers 1992; Arai 1994). Boutons of paraventricular
nucleus fibers ending in the forebrain coexpress CR and
VGluT2 (Ha¨rtig et al. 2003). In a follow-up study (Wou-
terlood et al. 2007b) we report on entorhinal innervation
from the NRT. The projection of this nucleus is known in
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detail (Wouterlood et al. 1990; Vertes et al. 2006), its
neurophysiology studied in some detail (Dolleman-van der
Weel et al. 1997; Bertram and Zhang 1999), and it contains
CR immunoreactive neurons (Arai 1994) as well as neu-
rons rich in VGluT2 mRNA (Hur and Zaborszky 2005;
Barroso-Chinea et al. 2007).
‘‘Violation’’ of Dale’s postulate: colocalization
of VGluT2 and GAD
Certain findings in the present study, in particular that 20%
of the GAD 3D objects coexpresses VGluT2, contradict
what is known as Dale’s postulate, ‘‘one neuron, one
transmitter’’. We took extreme care to acquire images at
nearly ideal channel separation conditions to exclude any
trace of false positivity. Yet, at our extremely high mag-
nification, optical diffraction may have induced false
positivity. A consequence of Abbe’s lens diffraction
equation is that image acquisition in two confocal channels
of very small and closely apposed biological objects (e.g.,
axon terminals synapsing with dendritic spines) may lead
to 3D reconstructions in which the objects partially overlap
(Wouterlood et al. 2007a). For this reason we imposed for
coexpression a stringent overlap criterion, rejecting all
identified 3D objects overlapping 500 voxels or less. In
spite of this measure, no matter what amount of threshold
was applied, we consistently observed considerable num-
bers of CR 3D objects coexpressing VGluT2 and GAD 3D
objects coexpressing VGluT2. Minimally one percent of
the 3D objects positively overlapped in all three channels
(Figs. 4, 5), no matter the overlap criterion. Thus we feel
confident that in the entorhinal cortex small structures
really exist expressing both a GABA-marker (GAD) and a
glutamate marker (VGluT2). Consistently there are small
3D objects that contain CR plus these two markers. This
brings us back to Dale’s postulate. This ‘‘dogma’’ has been
challenged before, first with the observation of choline
acetyltransferase and GABA in amacrine cells in the retina
(Brecha et al. 1988), later by evidence that axon terminals
in visual cortex contain both acetylcholine and GABA
(Beaulieu and Somogyi 1991) and further by the finding
that boutons in the deep cerebellar nuclei contain GABA as
well as glycine (Chen and Hillman 1993). Neuropeptides
coexist with neurotransmitters (e.g. substance P in
GABAergic neurons, Jakab et al. 1997, see also review by
Graybiel 1990). Co-release of these substances has been
documented (Jonas et al. 1998). Based on observations
after retrograde transport of 3H-aspartate combined with
immunohistochemistry, White et al. (1994) proposed that
striatal efferents may contain both glutamate and GABA.
Boulland et al. (2004) were the first to surmise that in the
hippocampus axon terminals exist that contain both
VGluT2-carrying synaptic vesicles and vesicles that carry
vesicular GABA transporter. Most interesting is that den-
tate gyrus granule cells may be GABAergic in early stages
of development and later switch to glutamate as their
preferred neurotransmitter (Sloviter et al. 1996; review by
Mody 2002). Thus, colocalization of an inhibitory and an
excitatory neurotransmitter in one axon terminal may not
be uncommon. Yet, completely unclear is what kind of
neurophysiological events occur in GAD-VGluT2 axon
terminals. Are GABA and glutamate co-released from
these terminals simultaneously and from the same locus, or
is release spatially and temporally separated? What is the
proportion in one terminal between synaptic vesicles con-
taining each individual neurotransmitter, what are possible
other co-factors, and most fascinating, what are the effects
on the postsynaptic neuron. All these questions provide as
many challenges to the neuroscientist.
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